
MATH 010: Intermediate Algebra
Final Exam Form A

Fall 2011
December 14, 2011

Name: ____________________________________

Please circle your section:

Section 12:  
TR 8:00-9:15

Section 10:  
TR 9:30-10:45

Section 11:  
TR 12:30-1:45

The final is worth 150 points.



Short Answer:  Please box your final answer and cross out any work you want me to 
disregard.  If indicated, you must show work to receive full credit.  Each question is worth 4 
points.

1. Simplify:  3 ab−[2 a−2−ab] (show steps)

2. Simplify:  3−23−62 (show steps)

3. Solve:  2 y
3 −1

4=
1
6

y
4 (show steps)

4. Solve and write your solution in interval notation: 7−2 p≤11 (show steps)

5. Solve:  ∣2 y−3∣=3 (show steps)



6. Give the domain of f (x) in interval notation.

7. Give the range of f (x) in interval notation.

8. Find the value of f (- 2). 

9. Find a if the line containing the points (3, a) and (a, -1) has a slope of ½.  (show work).

10. Simplify:  2 x−4−3 .  Write your answer with positive exponents only.  

11. Give the domain in interval notation:  f x= 3
x−5

12.  Factor completely:  6 b2−24



13. Add and simplify:  
2

x 212 x35
 1

x7 (show steps)

14. Simplify:  3−1

15.  Rationalize the denominator and simplify:  
8

12 y
(show steps)

Matching:  Choose the equation from the right whose graph satisfies the condition described. 
You will use one of them more than once.  Write the answer (A or B) on the lines below.  Each  
matching problem is worth 4 points.

16.   Line whose slope is undefined.

A.  2 y=8

17.  Line whose y-intercept is 4.

B.  x−4=0

18.  Line that is horizontal.

16. _________     17. __________      18. __________



Multiple Choice: Write the letter of your answer on the line.  Each problem is worth 4 points.

19.   Solve:  23 x−1=6x1−8

a.  No Solution

b.  All real numbers

c.  x=0

d. x=1
3

Answer #19:  _______________

20.  Two investments were made totaling $1000.  After 1 year, the first investment yielded 
12% and the second investment yielded 9%.  The total earned from both investments 
after a year was $102.  How much was invested at each rate?  Let x be the amount 
invested at 12% and y be the amount invested at 9%.  Determine which equations could 
be used to solve this problem.

a. 0.09 x0.12 y=1000
xy=102

b. 0.12 x0.09 y=1000
xy=102

c. 0.12 x0.09 y=102
x y=1000

d. 0.09 x0.12 y=102
x y=1000

Answer #20:  _______________



21. Write the equation of the line perpendicular to the line 3 x2 y=6 passing through 
(3, -2).

a.  y=2
3

x−4

b.  y=2
3

x3

c.  y=2
3

x

d.  y=−2
3

x

e.  y=3
2 x−13

2

Answer #21:  _______________

22.  Solve for y:   x− y
x y =z

a.  y= x
xz1

b.  y= x
xz−1

c.  y= z
xz1

d.  y= z
xz−1

Answer #22:  _______________



23.  Subtract:  
4

c26 c5
− 3

c210 c25

a.  
1

c52c1

b.  
c17

c52c1

c.  
c21

c52c1

d.  c17

e.  None of the above

Answer #23:  _______________

24.  Which of the following statements is/are true?

I.  xy
x

=y II.  x−7
7−x

=−1

a.  Both are true.

b.  Neither is true.

c.  I is true.

d.  II is true.

Answer #24:  _______________



25. Julie and Stacy work at a department store wrapping packages for the holiday season. 
They work in batches of 20 boxes.  Julie can wrap a batch in 3 hours and together they  
can wrap a batch in 2 hours.  How long does it take Stacy to wrap a batch?  If x is the 
amount of time that it takes Stacy to wrap a batch, choose the equation you could use to  
solve this problem.

a.  1
3
 1

x
= 1

2

b.  1
3
 1

2
=1

x

c.  1
2
 1

x
=1

3

d.  1
3
 1

x
= 1

20

Answer #25:  ____________

26.  Simplify:  x 8x−42 x32 x50 x .  Assume x is a positive, real number.

a.  Cannot be simplified.
b.  −2 x58 x−2 x3

c.  3 x−458 x−2 x3

d.  8 x6 x
e.  8 x2 x

Answer #26:  _______________

27. Expand:  a−32

a.  a 23
b.  a2−3
c.  a2−2a 33
d.  a 2−a63

Answer #27:  _______________



Longer Answer:  Show all your work in order to receive full credit. Box your final answer; 
please cross out any work you want me to disregard.  Each problem's point value is indicated.

28.  Consider the linear equation 4 x−3 y=9 .  (8 pts)
a.  Find the slope:  

b.  Find the x-intercept. Write as an ordered 
pair.

c.  Find the y-intercept. Write as an ordered 
pair.

d.  Graph using any method you like; show at least 2 points.

29.  A holiday benefit concert was held on campus.  A total of 360 tickets were sold.  
Admission prices were $5 for reserved seats and $3 for general admission.  The total  
receipts were $1480.  How many of each kind of ticket were sold?   To receive full 
credit, define your variables, write your system of equations, solve and label your 
answer.   (7 pts)



30.  Solve:  
x

x10
= 200

x2−100
3  (7 pts)

31.  Solve:  x32=−24 (6 pts)  (Hint: look carefully at the form and choose the  
simplest way to solve it)



32. Solve:  x 2−6 x=−7 (6 pts)

33. Consider: y=x22 x−3 (8 pts)  
a.  Find the vertex: write as an ordered pair.

b.  Find the x-intercepts.  Write each as an ordered pair.

c.  Find the y-intercept. Write as an 
ordered pair. 

d.  Graph using the points above.

D"ble check all y"r work.    Have a wonderful break!


